
ne Life Rice is grown with 
the belief that the hard work 
of growing rice together with 

people who care, can be fun, 
rewarding, and allow everyone 
involved to enjoy healthy, delicious, 
fresh, and affordable rice with less 
impact on the environment than 
conventional farming.

While our rice is not yet 100% 
organic, we are working towards that 
goal, and strive to have as small of a 
carbon and ecological footprint as 
possible. This means hand tilling, 
planting, harvesting and weeding 
with simple, traditional farm tools.

Please read on to learn more about 
our methods and process, as well as 
what differences you may notice 
between our rice and most rice 
available at the super-market.

If you are interested in pre-ordering 
fresh rice, to be delivered in the fall 
of 2010, please contact us.

ONE LIFE RICE
Low Footprint ・Near Organic ・Community Grown
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P h i l o s o p h y  a n d  P r o c e s s

Our goal for One Life Rice is to provide you with a 
complete rice experience, from growing to cooking to 
eating food that is healthy for people, and healthy for 
the planet.

2010 Event Calendar

ABOUT ONE LIFE RICE

The 2009 rice was made with the 
cooperation of over 50 neighbors, friends, 
and volunteers. We welcome you to join us 
again in 2010 and beyond. 
Contact: kevin@onelifejapan.com

May
• Tilling & Clearing Irrigation Ditches
• Spreading Organic Fertilizer
• Cutting Weeds on Aze (paddy walls)
• Planting Rice by Hand

June - August
• Weeding (lots of it)
• Irrigation Control
• Maintaining the Aze
• Cutting Weeds on Aze
• Festival to Celebrate Planting

September
• Harvest by Hand
• Bundle & Hang Rice To Dry
• Hulling the Rice
• Prepare Rice for Shipment 
•Harvest Festival
• Clean-up
• Prepare fertilizer for next season

Low Footprint ・Near Organic ・Community Grown
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Join Our Community 

in 2010
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People Like One Life Rice Because...
ur rice is made with the idea that 
eating quality food does not need 
to be at odds with a healthy 

environment, and a healthy community.  
One Life Rice is:

Grown in Sandy soil & Sun Dried

Rice grown in sand deposits left by frequent 
flooding of the Chikuma river, and later sun 
dried is prized for its richness in flavor and 
texture, and ability to preserve nutrients.

Hand Planted, Weeded, & Harvested

We hand plant and hand pick our rice to 
reduce the carbon and ecological footprint, 
at the same time, giving our customers an 
opportunity to personally participate in the 
process of growing the rice they will 
eventually eat.

Near Organic

We do not add any chemical fertilizers, 
herbicides or pesticides to our rice. Please 
see “The Dirty Truth” below.

O

Rice Drying on wooden Haze racks - Sun dried rice is prized because it retains more 
flavor and nutrients than machine dried rice.

Our goal is to grow 100% chemical 
free rice. However, we do not claim to 
be “organic” or chemical free because 
our rice fields are not remote. Our 
idea of sustainability and environment 
includes our social environment, 
meaning we do have to make some 
compromises for the sake of the 
community.

1) We use rice shoots pre-treated with 
a chemical to prevent an illness that 
could spread to all the neighboring 
fields, risking the loss of the entire 
community’s crops. 

2) Irrigation relies on communally 
shared canals. It is inevitable that 
trace amounts of chemicals from 
other fields find their way into ours.  

To Learn more, visit
 http://www.onelifejapan.com/rice/

What does Low Footprint Mean?
One Life Rice is mostly* produced by hand, reducing its ecological footprint, the 
amount of fossil fuels used, and carbon emissions inherent in conventional rice 
farming. This is done by:

1) Hand planting, instead of using a planting combine
2)Hand weeding, instead of using a gas-powered weed cutter, and chemical 

herbicides
3) Hand harvesting, instead of using a mechanical harvester
4) Sun drying, instead of using a drying machine. sun dried rice also tastes better 

than rice dried in a heat drier.
5) No chemical fertilizers or pesticides

* For regulatory and expected quality reasons, we do use modern machinery for 
tilling the field as well as thrashing and hulling of the rice.

  The Dirty Truth
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Order One life Rice

“The girls were exhausted from a 
day of naked water and mud play. 
They had such a good time playing 
they kept themselves amused- 
without parental intervention or 
interference- for the entire 4 1/2 
hours we were working. For a 6 
year old and a 3 year old that's 
bordering on a miracle.”

- Heather Fukase 
Overly Satisfied Repeat Volunteer

We are happy to have sold-out of our 2009 harvest, but we are taking advanced 
orders for 2010’s new-rice (shinmai / 新米).  All rice will be shipped in late 
October or November, ensuring you receive the freshest, best tasting rice.
Visit our website to find pricing and a reservation form. 
http://www.onelifejapan.com/rice/

Momi / 籾

Momi is rice with the husk 
remaining. This what the rice 
looks like right off the stalk. 
Momi stays fresh the longest. 

While all of our rice is hulled 
and polished immediately 
prior to shipping,  to ensure 
freshness, some people 
prefer to polish immediately before eating with a small household polisher.

Brown Rice (genmai / 玄米)

Brown rice is produced by removing only the outermost layer (the husk) of a 
grain of rice. It has a mild nutty flavor, and is chewier and more nutritious than 
white rice, however it also spoils more quickly. 

White Rice (hakumai / 白米)
 To produce white rice, the next layers underneath the husk (the bran layer and 
the germ) are removed, leaving the starchy white core most people are used to. 
Several vitamins and dietary minerals, such as Vitamin B1, Vitamin B3, and iron, 
are lost in this removal and the polishing process. 

NOTE: With both the white and brown rice, you may notice some small dark 
spots at the end of the rice. This is left after an insect has fed on the germ. This 
is completely natural and does not effect the flavor of the rice, but some people 
consider it unsightly, prompting most farmers to use pesticides.

Join in the Process

We invite anyone to come join in the rice process or learn more about how rice 
is grown.  Planting will take place in mid-may, and the harvest in September. 
The summer months offer plenty of opportunities get muddy while trying fight 
off the ever-present weeds.

See our website for more details http://www.onelifejapan.com/rice/

What People Say

One Life Japan
3327 Sakai, 
Sakae-mura, Nagano, 
Japan 389-2703

Email rice@onelifejapan.com
Phone* +81-(0)90-3337-3248

“Holy crappy! That rice looks 
amazing! I can’t wait until I am old 
enough to eat it! I can’t wait even 
more until I am old enough to help 
mom and dad in the field! It’s 
gonna be the bestest!”

- Mona  (Cameron ) Kawafuchi
One Life baby and future slave
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Soil quality, sun-drying, and freshness are big factors in the flavor 
and texture of rice, but proper preparation also plays a large role. 

When preparing rice, nothing makes a bigger difference in flavor and 
texture of your rice than the cooker. We highly recommend 
purchasing an earthen pot for your rice. For brown rice, we use a pot 
purchased through this website: http://www.kenkosogo.jp/

You will also find an excellent tutorial (in Japanese) illustrating how to use the pot.
http://www.kenkosogo.jp/howto.htm

For cooking white rice, we find the best results with a pot purchased from this site. http://www.igamono.co.jp/
recommend/ . The instructions below are for cooking white rice with the Kamadosan pot model CT-01, but even 
if you are using a conventional electric rice cooker, the first four steps are very important. 

Cooking Your One Life Rice

Start with one quick rinse. Pour in enough to cover the rice, swish it around with your hand, and pour it out 
quickly.  Rinsing too long will cause the nuka (fine powder left from 
the polishing process) to soak into the rice, ruining the flavor. Ideally 
you should use the cleanest water available, as the first rinse soaks 
into the rice and can effect the flavor. Some people even use mineral 
water for the first rinse, and tap water for the second wash.

Agitate the rice with your hand more before you add more water by 
swishing your hand around in it five or six times.

Wash once more with enough clean water to cover the grains. Stir 
with your hand to ensure each grain is cleaned. Drain and repeat four 
or five times.

Drain a" the water out by placing the rice in a strainer and shaking vigorously. This will ensure that 
measurements for the water your cooking water is not skewed by residual water from the washing.

Add water in the ratio of 1:1.1 (10% more) than the amount of pre-washed, dry white rice.

Soak the rice for 30 minutes. Note, that this soaking time changes depending on room temperature. In 
summer we soak for 20 minutes. In winter we soak one hour.  It is possible to cook without soaking, but the 
rice will turn out harder, and cooking time will be increased.

We cook on medium heat 10-15 minutes, then turn off the heat and let the rice steam for 20 minutes. If you 
are using another earthen pot, the cooking time will depend on the pot.
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